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otherwise be customary.    The mean pressure works out
at	75 Ib. per sq. inch.    On testing a new variety of fuel
the following results were obtained :  Thermal value  of gas
:iSi B.Th.V.* percu. ft., engines developed 1 H,P. per hour per
22 cu.ft, at foil load, or a t hernia 1 efficiency of ^~~^s\ x ?78
=	Tiie analysis of the gas was—

ro. 
.    3-55 per cent. 
Olefines, etc. 
.    5-18   „      „
.    1-59   „ 
Ht
X, 
. 27-82   „      „
. 54-33   „      „
.    3-16  „      „ 
to some figures in The Engineer, of 22 installations
in	with a total output of 13?0€0 H.P. from engines
on coke-oven gas, no less than eleven, or half of them,
do not         it necessary to clean the gas.    One of them was
to be using gas with 0-2 per cent, of sulphur -without
effect on the iron.
190. Cleaning the Gas.—It has been found that ttie most
way of cleaning the gas is by the action of a/ water
fed fan.   The gas passes through a centrifugal fan  which
the heavy particles of dust to fly outwards, and at the
water is fed into the fan, and broken up   by the
centrifugal action.   This water catches up the  dust
with them to a sump.   Perhaps the best
gas cleaner of this type is the Theisen Patent Cen-
Central-flow Gas Washer, made by Messrs. Richard-
Westgarth & Co.    It is illustrated in Figs. 61 a,nd 62.
The Iheisem machines are specially adapted for cleaning gas,
blast-furnace gas? for use in gas engines and
a	degree of purity is required.   When very hot
and dirty gas has to- be treated, it is considered advisable
to	a preliminary saturator before the washer,  where
the gas	be cooled and the heavier dust removed.    In
mot only is the volume of gas to be cleaned reduced,

